Exicom wins NTPC Tender for development of charging infrastructure
for electric vehicles
New Delhi, Aug 14, 2018: Exicom has won the NTPC Tender for development of charging infrastructure
for electric vehicles at Jabalpur, MP, India.
The charging infrastructure shall comprise of 120 kW and 50 kW EV Off-Board DC Chargers of CCS
Standard for Electric Buses.
Exicom is committed to bring durable electric vehicle charging solutions to the world. Winning this
tender further proves its prowess and confirms that it is on the right path to deliver solutions that meet
and exceed its customers’ expectations.
The company has been developing EV technology to establish sustainable mobility which is
technologically advanced, emission-free, self-driven and sustained by a green charging infrastructure.
They introduced AC and DC Fast Chargers with Bharat specifications to charge the TATA Tigor and
Mahindra e-Verito cars procured by EESL and further expanded by launching their high voltage GB/T,
CHAdeMO and CCS compatible ‘Harmony’ EV chargers.
With ‘Harmony’ chargers, Exicom aims to accelerate the adoption of electric mobility and make users
experience even more convenient, safe and rewarding. It is a part of a next generation of smart EV
charging solutions which boasts a number of state-of-the-art features.
Anant Nahata, Managing Director of Exicom said, "We are grateful and excited to participate in this
project. Winning this tender further strengthens our position as a market leader with largest base of
deployed EV chargers in India. Today, we have a full range of AC and DC Fast Chargers suitable for all
types of Electric Vehicles ranging from 1 kW ~ 150 kW, supporting all global standards and both low &
high voltage Battery platforms”.
The company has already been empaneled by leading automobile manufacturers in India and is actively
working to collaborate with both public and private organizations. Presently EXICOM is offering both EV
Charging solutions for home and public charging for 2W, 3W, Passenger Cars and Commercial Vehicles.
Well suited for Indian rugged conditions, these are suitable for deployment at residential, commercial
and parking locations.

About Exicom
Exicom Tele-Systems is headquartered in Gurgaon, India with growing global presence. The company
has over two decades of experience in designing, engineering and manufacturing efficient, reliable and
cost effective power and energy solutions for electric vehicles, information technology, telecom and
renewables sector. All our deployments are backed by state-of-the-art R&D centre, manufacturing setup
and pan India service support.

Our electric mobility ecosystem portfolio includes highly reliable and robust electric vehicle AC and DC
Fast chargers with Bharat EV Charger specifications for 2 wheeler, 3 wheeler, passenger cars and
commercial transport, high voltage EV Chargers, Cloud based Central Management System, On Board
Chargers, DC-DC converter, Motor Control Unit and even integrated solutions based on these platforms.
The company has successfully deployed AC and DC Fast Chargers for various customers including
government PSU's, fleet operators and Auto OEM's etc. For more information about Exicom, please visit
www.exicom-ps.com
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